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Team of Vera Jourova, Vice President of the European
Commission for Transparency
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Part 1: Values
TLS’ approach to advocacy is driven by ten principles.

Knowledge. We advocate based on carefully reviewed
information regarding human rights violations.
Compassion. Our advocacy is driven by the notions of fairness
and sympathetic consciousness of others' distress.

Interconnectedness. We view societies as deeply interconnected
and dependent on the well-being of all humans and non-humans.

Responsibility. We take responsibility to speak, to act, and to
stand up for human rights.

Anti-Colonialism. We reject colonial and paternalistic attitudes and
we seek solutions rooted in the communities we engage.

Persistence. We pledge to document, support, and advocate
against atrocities until tangible changes are seen.

Urgency. We acknowledge and convey that the time to act is now! 

Transparency. We reject closed doors, and commit to engaging
publicly as long as it does not jeopardise safety.

Solidarity. We unite with like-minded people across the world to
build strong networks that can bring change.

Awareness. We are acutely aware of our positionality and the
systems underlying structures of oppression.
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TLS believes in the butterly effect: “The butterfly effect is the sensitive
dependence on initial conditions in which a small change in one state of a
deterministic nonlinear system can result in large differences in a later state.” In
other words, any effort, no matter how small, may ultimately result in something
with much larger consequences.

TLS does not lobby concrete policy changes in the EU. While TLS follows policy
developments and uses the official routes, such as engaging with the DG Trade
Civil Society Engagement Mechanism, and wants India to be a topic on the official
committee agendas in the Parliament, this is not how we see the only path to
change. Providing information to EU actors, and informing Indian actors that the EU
is receiving this information, is the key to our advocacy. 

Under the Genocide Convention and the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) doctrine,
states must act if they identify warning signs of mass atrocities that the state
where they are occurring is not addressing. TLS is committed to a key underlying
requirement of this: Helping actors identify warning signs. TLS believes that actors
are free to do with information what they want - act on it or ignore it. If they choose
to act, TLS is available to link them up with experts who can tell them how.
However, TLS’ role is to provide the information in the first place, and ensure
nobody can say “they did not know”.

What is TLS’ theory
of change? 
“You could not remove a single grain of sand from its place
without thereby … changing something throughout all parts of
the immeasurable whole.”
— Fichte, The Vocation of Man (1800)



Violations of civil and political rights, especially freedom of expression
and freedom of assembly in India
Statelessness and exclusion
Harassment and incarceration of Human Rights Defenders in India
Hate speech and incitement to genocide in India
Hate crime, mob lynchings, etc. in India
Failure by platforms to moderate hate content
Hindu nationalism in India
Police impunity in India
Big Tech, disinformation and surveillance in India
Counter-terrorism in India
Civil society engagement in India
Data privacy in India
Diaspora activities, ranging from protests to violence perpetrated by
radicalised diaspora
Related topics

Part 2: Messages

What topics does TLS focus on in EU
advocacy? 



What are TLS’ key messages? 
TLS has a tailored approach (more below) to
highlight how different developments in India
affect and matter to EU actors. 

Message Audience

Hate speech and disinformation from India are impacting
Indian communities abroad.

ING2 (EP), DG COMM (EC),
Values and Transparency
(EC)

Indian actors have massive capacity for online information
manipulation and interference with the EU’s inclusive society.

ING2 (EP), DG COMM (EC),
Values and Transparency
(EC), D-IN (EP)

India is increasing its surveillance capacity without adequate
judicial safeguards. For example, India used the Pegasus
software, but did not investigate it properly. This has potential
adverse impacts for increasing EU-India engagement.

PEGA

The EU must publicly address human rights and declining
democracy in India, because this is an essential element in EU
foreign policy.

AFET, DROI, EEAS, INTPA-
G1, D-IN

India’s turn towards authoritarianism is of concern to the EU,
because the EU cannot rely on such a partner.

AFET, DROI, EEAS, INTPA-
G1, D-IN

India is not a reliable counter-terrorism partner in South Asia,
given its internal instabilities and antagonisation of innocent
persons, and its hostility towards Muslim neighbouring
countries and Muslim refugees.

SEDE, D-IN

The EU relies on CSOs to implement most of its plans with
India, but even non-government-critical CSOs cannot operate
freely.

AFET, DROI, EEAS, INTPA-
G1, D-IN

India is a complex geography, with whom deals cannot be
rushed without a thorough understanding. INTA (EP), INTPA-C2 (EC)

India is refusing to involve civil society in the negotiations and ex
ante monitoring, which makes the planned trade agreement
incompatible with the EU’s own legal obligations to involve civil
society.

INTA (EP), INTPA-C2 (EC),
DG-TRADE Civil Society
Unit 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cOufS0gbJj6ARNWhy_YBMM7hwRCyEHnhXyFH0vW8BTs/edit#heading=h.ak4suxd9m6zy


“It takes more than a year
to finalise a sustainability
impact assessment, and the
goal is to conclude the talks
by the end of 2023, so how
can the Commission
guarantee that
stakeholders will be
involved in the process
which will inform the
subsequent negotiations for
an FTA? When will
stakeholders be invited to
contribute and how?”

-Saskia Bricmont, Shadow Rapporteur,
Greens/EFA for the India FTA, Priority
question for written answer P-
002453/2022



Part 3: Practice
What is lacking in the EU space that TLS can
fill?

Steady information
flow
Indian HRDs do visit the EU and speak at
conferences and in bilateral meetings
with the EP, EC and Council. However,
when they leave, the information flow
decreases. There is a need for a steady
information flow that does not subside.
Only a minority of MEPs in DROI are even
aware of Indian human rights concerns.
There is a clear lack of awareness not just
of the magnitude of the problem, but the
problem in the first place. NGOs in
Brussels working on India also work on
dozens of other countries, which means
that they cannot provide this steady flow.
TLS has received feedback from actors
across EU institutions that a steady
information flow is what is most urgently
needed.

Lack of publicity
and transparency
by large officials
actors
Shaping official institutions and large
actors is important, but has its limitations.
The EU’s foreign policy actor (EEAS) does
not want to be transparent about what its
officials discuss with Indian officials at the
Human Rights Dialogue. Therefore, TLS
sees official bodies in the EU as key
resources, but is not a strict adherent to
institutional mechanisms. For example,
TLS has organised an EU-India People’s
Summit, as the diplomatic summit was
not inclusive enough, and used this as a
space to be vocal. 

Bridging silos
India is treated in silos by different committees. ING2, for instance, does not consider India to
matter for their work. There is a need for a clarification towards diverse actors about the extent
to which India matters to their work.



TLS has four main unique strengths and
resources in advocacy.

TLS is a diaspora-
led organisation. 
It has unique first-hand experience
of India and simultaneous
presence in Europe.

TLS is research- and
evidence-driven.
This makes the quality of
information extremely high and
reliable, and means TLS is less
inclined to endorse catchy rhetoric.

TLS has an
extensive network
in and on India.
These experts already have brilliant
research which simply needs
amplification.

TLS has a European
advocacy team
Given the diaspora-led nature of
TLS, this embodies cross-national
solidarity and signals that the EU
cares about India. This also
provides unique insight into the
European advocacy landscape that
Indian actors may not have.



What are identified barriers? 

India is a strategic
partner of the EU.
As a study by the Free and Fair Europe
Campaign highlights, the “EP has faced
difficulties when trying to take a position
on the human rights situation in major
partner countries”, and explicitly refers to
India. 

What can the EU
actually do?
TLS strongly stands against colonialist
positions, and is therefore wary of the
actual impact the EU can and should have
as a foreign actor. 

The EU’s
Islamophobia.
Information about and advocacy on
Hindu nationalism and atrocities against
Muslims does not strike a chord with all
actors in the EU. Without being
sensationalist, TLS must accommodate
the reality of the EU’s Islamophobia.

Strong Indian lobby
in Brussels.
Their presence means that on topics
where TLS is not the only expert, such as
trade, TLS' influence is more limited. TLS
may also be susceptible to attempts to
discredit, which is why TLS needs a high
standard of evidence and a very nuanced
argumentation. 

TLS’ name.
The name "The London Story"  is peculiar,
and therefore occasionally sticks with
audiences easily. However, it also poses a
barrier to fostering TLS' brand identity as a
high-quality research think tank. 

Small advocacy
team.
With only one full-time advocacy officer,
TLS will need support from partners to
execute larger efforts, like resolutions.
However, TLS has such partners it can rely
on.

https://www.fidh.org/en/international-advocacy/european-union/european-elections-free-and-fair-europe-campaign


In line with the advocacy principle of interconnectedness, and the lack of bridging silos,
TLS engages with actors working across topics and institutions. These actors are tracked
in a detailed Excel sheet. In short, in the EU, TLS engages with/wants to engage with: 

Who does TLS engage
with in the EU?

European Commission

European Parliament Committees
INTA
SEDE
AFET
DROI
PEGA
ING2
D-IN

This includes secretariats and administrators of the committees, MEPs in the
committees, and their accredited parliamentary assistants/advisors (APAs).
Administrators in DROI and AFET secretariat follow countries they are allocated, and
set the committee agenda. Contact with them can allow TLS to propose agenda items
for the committee hearings.

TLS by policy does not engage with far-right actors, which includes by default every
member of the Identity and Democracy Group in the European Parliament. By default
all actors who are not radical far-right are potential allies. For example, conservative
leaders are often more willing to lend support to issues of freedom of religion.

Commissioner for Values and Transparency
DG COMM 
DG Trade Civil Society Unit
EEAS
INTPA-C2
INTPA-G1

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1935b1vrbTkcjkVYOPyW4Cqxv3Q-YATzv/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114614090018079109276&rtpof=true&sd=true


Parliament actors

Chair/Vice Chairs: Chairs set the agendas for the committees. Each party
provides a chair for each committee. This allows TLS to know about the
upcoming agenda items, and understand the dynamics in each committee.

Coordinators: Coordinators are people designated by their political party for
a particular topic. For example, Nacho Sanchez-Amor is the coordinator for
DROI for S&D. TLS has identified and is establishing cordial relationships with
the coordinators of each political group for each committee, which gives TLS
cross-partisan presence and relations that can be leveraged in the case of a
needed urgent resolution.

(Shadow) Rapporteurs: Rapporteurs and Shadows are appointed by their
parties for a particular file. For example, INTA has one rapporteur from each
party working on the EU-India Free Trade Agreement. Other ongoing files
relevant to TLS for which there are Rapporteurs are a Directive on combating
violence against women and gender-based violence, the Due Diligence
Directive, and the AI Act. This allows TLS to propose topics and arguments
that should be in the reports of the rapporteurs. 

While dozens of MEPs are on each committee, TLS focuses on those who are: 

There are other roles MEPs can take, for instance being responsible for urgency
resolutions within their fraction. 

TLS engages with people across the decision-making chain: This means engaging
closely with policy advisors in the Parliament and the Commission, as well as
seeking engagement with Cabinet Experts for Commissioners, and
Commissioners themselves. TLS considers APAs as valuable as MEPs, as they
inform their MEPs on how to vote, draft resolutions, and ultimately will continue to
work in policy, thereby amplifying TLS’ work beyond election cycles.



Do their research.
Be vocal.

Broadly, TLS is asking the EU to: 
1.

2.

What is TLS asking different
EU actors to do?

As follows from the theory of change above, TLS wants EU actors to actively take
in information, and find a way they find appropriate to respond to this, ideally in
public. 

HRDs from India have repeatedly said that EU actors must be more vocal, as the
Indian government is getting a sense of reinforcement and positive support by the
EU. The EEAS and the European Commission have explicitly said that they will
engage more privately with India, and will not easily make public statements (see
identified barriers above). Therefore, the responsibility lies with the European
Parliament to be vocal.

A study by the Free and Fair Europe Campaign identifies that MEPs should follow
up more on urgency resolutions, written parliamentary questions and letters.
However, for India, there are no urgency resolutions, parliamentary questions on
India rarely address human rights, and open letters are all spearheaded by one
single MEP (Alviina Alametsä). Therefore, TLS prioritises creating the basis first, by
pushing for written parliamentary questions and letters, and if there is energy for
urgency resolutions.

When engaging with the Commission and the EEAS, TLS asks for increased and
consistent engagement with Indian CSOs and HRDs that takes their concerns
seriously. TLS attempts to make sure that their closed door diplomacy includes the
right people in India, such as marginalised human rights defenders.

TLS does not lobby for specific clauses to be included in policy proposals. Our
advocacy asks are first and foremost to listen to HRDs and CSOs in India whose
voices are not reaching them currently. If we are approached with a request to give
a (policy) recommendation or commentary, we check back with partners in India,
and facilitate their recommendations to reach the EU actor. Additionally, TLS asks
MEPs to pass on when they propose amendments to resolutions and issue
parliamentary questions, so TLS can amplify this.

https://www.fidh.org/en/international-advocacy/european-union/european-elections-free-and-fair-europe-campaign


Under this broad theme of
publicity and being vocal,
concrete previous advocacy
asks by TLS include:

Issue a public statement as the EU's Delegation for Relations with India
condemning India's failure to address hate speech targeting religious minorities,
and its deteriorating state of human rights. Inspiration can be taken from an
open letter sent by 21 MEPs in March 2022.

Hold a dedicated session within the delegation on challenges to India's
democracy, and extend invitations to human rights defenders in consultation
with organizations such as Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International,
Frontline Defenders, and The London Story.

Take concrete measures to follow up on the commitments made in the 2021
human rights dialogue between the EU and Indian authorities.

Question the Vice President of the Commission and the EEAS on its steps to
engage in diplomatic action with India on its deteriorating human rights and
democracy.

TLS has not yet advocated for urgency resolutions, but considers them a valuable
tool at a later phase in advocacy. Urgency resolutions are “considered to be a very
useful and effective tool” by the EP to “put pressure on the governments that are
addressed, through generating media publicity and becoming a tool for human
rights campaigners,” according to the EP Intergroup on Freedom of Religion. As the
periodical report by the EP Intergroup on FoRB (2021) notes, there has not been a
single urgency resolution on India in the past four years, even though the
Intergroup considers India to be the country of top-most concern for deterioration
of religious freedoms.



Phase 1a: Building relationships and
disseminating first information

Advocacy phases

Before anything else can happen, the key actors must know about: 1) TLS and 2)
Developments in India. Phase 1a is therefore all about introducing TLS and India to the
key actors/their team. This happens through all four tools described below. 

TLS prioritises a cordial, human-to-human approach, and prepares in detail for each
introductory meeting. TLS prioritises a very tailored messaging explaining why India is
relevant to diverse actors, even if that actor does not immediately consider India a key
actor/geography of concern. 

Every MEP has preferred methods and topics and the introductory meeting is key to
understanding what the MEP wants to do. In introductory meetings, TLS emphasises
that it primarily wants to provide information and make communication with HRDs in
India easier, and therefore make MEPs' lives easier. 

TLS keeps track of the key actors via an Excel sheet, and Phase 1a aims to move
actors in there from being colour coded in “grey” (a potential ally) via “green” (contact
established) to “blue” (collegial relationship).

Phase 1b: Amplifying Indian voices and
Indian stories

As an information provider, TLS organises briefings to amplify Indian voices and Indian
stories. This occurs simultaneously to Phase 1a. Briefings are one of the tools
discussed in depth below.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1935b1vrbTkcjkVYOPyW4Cqxv3Q-YATzv/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114614090018079109276&rtpof=true&sd=true


Attending conferences and events by third parties is essential to identify who TLS
should be engaging with. Responsibilities in EU institutions are relatively
untransparent. It is not publicly written down who: 

works on what specifically in the Commission (the who is who requires knowledge
with the institutions already)
is a coordinator for a political group in a specific committee (this is known internally)
is responsible for which topic/country in the secretariat of each committee (the
Parliament website does not mention the secretariats)
is responsible for which file/committee among the APAs in the MEP’s office

Attending conferences also allows TLS to learn about key agenda items, meetings
and visits before which to sensitise key actors, as the public agenda is only put out last
minute. 
Attending conferences allows building relationships with other NGOs. TLS cannot
move alone, and if it ever needs to work towards a resolution, it will need a strong
coalition to mobilise.

Tool 1: Conferences and events by third
parties
TLS attends conferences on disinformation, AI, human rights (in other countries), forced
labour, due diligence, and similar topics. This has three main purposes:

1.

2.

3.

Advocacy tools

https://op.europa.eu/en/web/who-is-who/organization/-/organization/EURUN/EURUN


Short minute coffee introductions with team members of the key MEPs. TLS focuses
on these in fall/winter 2022. These are interpersonal conversations meant to bring the
human back into the equation, introduce TLS’ work, and emphasise that policy and
improvements towards a better world are ultimately done by humans with their own
weaknesses and strengths.
Short in-depth meetings on key developments in India. These bilateral meetings
increase ahead of important hearings, such as when the Human Rights Subcommittee
meets on India, and assist in formulating questions MEPs can ask, or resources they
can refer to.

Tool 2: Bilaterals
TLS seeks two types of bilateral meetings with MEPs/ their APAs, for instance over coffee:

1.

2.

Iteratively, these bilateral meetings also help identify upcoming directives that are not yet
public, resolutions or meetings, and thereby increase the accuracy of targeted advocacy.
These meetings also allow TLS to find out what MEPs have done on India that has not
reached the public, as it is perhaps a mere bureaucratic amendment to a resolution draft.
TLS can then amplify this on Twitter or in press releases, and thereby increase how vocal
MEPs are/appear on India.



Expert panel discussion
Meet Human Rights Defenders (HRDs)

Tool 3: Briefings
One of TLS’ main advocacy tools are “briefings”. For this, TLS follows the European
parliamentary calendar. TLS attempts to host one briefing in every “committee week”, as
MEPs are usually in Brussels and available for NGO activities then. TLS notes these slots
in this calendar.

TLS briefings directly build on the messages written down above. Each briefing should
cover at least one of the messages. 

Briefings are usually about broader messages, rather than specific recent incidents in
India. TLS considers that very short dossiers and emails with updates are more effective
than hour-long briefings at conveying recent updates. Briefings are instead a space for
the relevant EU actors to identify relevant HRDs from India that they can reach out to in
the future, and who they can invite to official parliamentary hearings. It is also a space to
hear from HRDs on their own challenges, and to remind all involved that these are humans
with human lives at stake. 

By default, all of TLS' events and briefings are public. This means that TLS lets the public
know about them, and also allows the public to participate. While this means that MEPs
may be confused why a parliamentary briefing is also open to non-MEPs, it is aligned with
TLS' pledge to transparency, and strengthens us as we show we have nothing to hide.
However, TLS talks in detail with each speaker ahead of the briefings to give them space
to name their security preferences, and make the briefing or invitation private if they
prefer this. Access to information and safety are not at odds, but two sides of the same
coin.

TLS briefings are broadly divided into two types: 
1.
2.

In briefings that follow the “Meet HRDs” type, attendees usually receive a Zoom link in
which they can ask questions and turn on their camera (meeting-style), rather than
webinar-style. 

After discussions with different stakeholders in the EP, TLS has decided to advertise
briefings roughly 3 weeks in advance. This is because MEPs and their team usually wait
for all kinds of invites to come in before they decide on which to go to. Therefore, the
timing cannot be too early nor too late. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UQ_FBdtRTJQ-qVb8yUWaF0k_weZ7mIWL/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114614090018079109276&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cOufS0gbJj6ARNWhy_YBMM7hwRCyEHnhXyFH0vW8BTs/edit#heading=h.qj1jmf81w0q5


Attendance by any person from EU institutions. TLS considers a briefing a success if
even a single MEP or member of their team (APA), or a single official from the
Commission, attends it. This is because this allows for a press release about the topic,
and therefore to communicate to Indian audiences that the EU is watching. However,
the idea is not to facilitate a one-on-one meeting between HRDs and MEPs, but to
address entire committees. Since currently, no time is made during an official
committee meeting for India, TLS considers the briefings a shadow-committee
meeting.

Endorsement by MEP. TLS does not consider it necessary to get an MEP to speak at a
briefing to go ahead. However, TLS always approaches MEPs who have expressed
interest in a topic to give introductory words to a briefing and/or host it. When an MEP
gives introductory remarks, this is extremely valuable for the press release that
accompanies the briefing, as it allows quoting the MEP and being even more public
about the EU watching India. 

What are the benchmarks of success of a
briefing?



Tool 4: News updates
News updates are monthly emails TLS sends to the actors listed above. They are a simple
bullet point list that summarise developments in India within the month into 1-2 sentences
per incident, and thereby provide the recipients with an overview of politics and human
rights in India. Such a news update does not yet exist, and TLS thereby fills a critical gap.
The IAMC Genocide News, for instance, focus solely on atrocities, which restricts the
audience in the EP (for example, only DROI would find this relevant). Additionally, the
content builds on the work of CSOs in India, who usually use acronyms and terms that EU
actors may not be familiar with (“FIR”, “dharam sansad”), and the TLS news updates break
down information into digestible bits. The news update also builds on TLS’ brand identity
as a reliable information provider, as it covers a variety of topics, positive and negative. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cOufS0gbJj6ARNWhy_YBMM7hwRCyEHnhXyFH0vW8BTs/edit#heading=h.311l7qu1fahq


Phase 2: Mobilising actors

Phase 2 requires that key collegial relationships have been forged across parties and
topics, and with partner NGOs in Brussels. It is expected to properly kick off in mid-
2023/early 2024. 

Phase 2 continues with sustained dialogue with MEPs and other actors, to ensure that
information continues to flow through the four advocacy tools. As noted by the Free and
Fair Europe Campaign, the Parliament can only make the most of their tools (questions,
urgency resolutions, etc.) if they have a sustained dialogue with HRDs. 

Parliament
mobilising actors to operationalise
and follow up on the resolution by
Alviina Alametsä on EU-India
relations & respond to recent
developments in India by using
parliamentary tools, such as
parliamentary questions and
urgency resolutions (example:
Alviina’s own question on hate
speech, which we drafted)

inputting into the annual
parliamentary reports on foreign
policy, and human rights in the
world, to ensure strong language by
the Rapporteur on India

incorporating human rights and
democracy concerns in India in
upcoming legislation/directives, and
the EU-India Free Trade Agreement
negotiations. 

advocating for special hearings on
India to be convened in DROI and/or
AFET, facilitating Indian HRDs to
speak

advocating for MEPs to co-organise
event/conferences about India,
either alone or in collaboration with
TLS.

Commission
follow-up on the answers received by
the Commission with experts and
officials in the Commission itself

seeking to facilitate EU and other
funding going to legal support in
India, such as on seeking
accountability and improvement by
social media platforms, and
providing legal support for victims of
hate crimes

What about the Council and
member states?
The Council and member states are
also key in determining EU strategy,
and also what the Commission,
especially the EEAS, will be able to do
in public. TLS is also willing to engage
with them, and is eager to partner
with NGOs and CSOs in member
states for this purpose. This works
needs strong alliances.

https://www.fidh.org/en/international-advocacy/european-union/european-elections-free-and-fair-europe-campaign
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0163_EN.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/E-9-2022-001761_EN.html


What are TLS' priorities?
TLS pledges to work towards a situation in which MEPs and the Commission cannot say
they were not aware of the human rights situation in India, if this situation escalates even
further. Rather than hoping that the parliamentary tools will lead to change in India, they
are a mechanism to ensure that information reaches as diverse audiences as possible in
the EU institutions. For example, a parliamentary question will also reach the Commission,
as it is directed to them, which covers as much ground as possible.

As TLS wants to be a facilitator for Indian CSOs, TLS considers the EU-India People’s
Roadmap a key strategic document in order to identify priority areas to move ahead. 

Another useful way to identify priority areas is those that the European Parliament has
already expressed some concern about. In the Parliamentary resolution led by Alviina
Alametsä, the Parliament:

express[ed] deep concern regarding India’s
Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), which, according
to the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, is fundamentally
discriminatory in nature against Muslims and
dangerously divisive; encourage India to guarantee
the right to freely practice and propagate the religion
of one’s choice, as enshrined in Article 25 of its
Constitution; 
recognise[d] the link between anti-conversion laws
and violence against religious minorities, particularly
the Christian and Muslim communities;
encourage[d] India to demonstrate its commitment to
respect, protect and fully enforce the constitutionally
guaranteed rights to freedom of expression for all,
including online, the right to peaceful assembly and
association, including in relation to the latest large-
scale farmers’ protests, and freedom of religion and
belief; 

call[ed] on India to secure a safe environment for the
work of and protect and guarantee the fundamental
rights and freedoms of human rights defenders,
environmentalists, journalists and other civil society
actors, free from political or economic pressure, and
to cease invoking laws against sedition and terrorism
as a means to restrict their legitimate activities,
including in Jammu and Kashmir, stop blanket
restrictions of internet access, review laws in order to
avoid their possible misuse to silence dissent and
amend laws that foster discrimination, and facilitate
access to justice and ensure accountability for human
rights violations; 
encourage[d] India to continue its tradition of
granting protection to persons fleeing violence and
persecution until conditions for safe, dignified and
voluntary return are possible, and to take all
measures needed to eliminate risks of statelessness
for communities in India;



ensure[d] the active and regular consultation and involvement of EU and Indian civil
society, including trade unions, faith-based organisations, feminist and LGBTQI
organisations, environmentalist organisations, chambers of commerce and other
stakeholders in the development, implementation and monitoring of EU-India relations?
[sought] the establishment of an EU-India Civil Society Platform for that purpose and of
an EU-India Youth Summit as a side event at future EU-India summits?
[taken steps to] place human rights and democratic values at the heart of the EU’s
engagement with India, thereby enabling a results-oriented and constructive dialogue
and deeper mutual understanding; develop, in collaboration with India, a strategy to
address human rights issues, particularly those concerning women, children, ethnic and
religious minorities and freedom of religion and belief, and to address rule of law issues
such as the fight against corruption, as well as a free and safe environment for
independent journalists and civil society, including human rights defenders, and to
integrate human rights considerations across the wider EU-India partnership?
work[ed] to eliminate and deter hate speech that incites discrimination or violence,
which leads to a toxic environment where intolerance and violence against religious
minorities can occur with impunity?
address[ed] the human rights situation and challenges faced by civil society [...] in its
dialogue with the Indian authorities, including at summit level?
upgrade[d] the dialogue to a headquarters level dialogue and strive to make it
meaningful through high-level participation, setting concrete commitments, criteria and
benchmarks for progress, addressing individual cases?
facilitat[ed] an EU-India civil society dialogue ahead of the intergovernmental dialogue?

TLS wants to remind the EU of what it has
already agreed to.
The EU's founding treaty emphasises in Article 21 that the EU is built on values of
democracy, human rights, and rule of law, and serves to promote these abroad. TLS
focuses on translating developments in India into this framework, to emphasise why the EU
must be concerned.

Additionally, TLS' advocacy efforts focus on seek follow-up on whether the Commission/
the EEAS has, as the Parliament recommended to it:

Has the Commission...

Especially as India sets up proxy civil society organisations, it is key that TLS scrutinises
who is consulted, and who is not, in order to facilitate all voices to be heard in a meaningful
way.



A general question on government crackdown of NGOs critical of the BJP can be
drafted, and sent out to an MEP to be taken forward when there is news of another raid
or arrest.
A general urgency resolution (in various versions for different parties) can be drafted
on the deteriorating situation of religious freedoms, which can be sent out to the
relevant MEPs when there is news of an urgent development.
A general question can be prepared, and sent out when the date for the next EU-India
diplomatic Summit or Human Rights Dialogue is released.

Urgency resolutions are high-effort/high-risk. They would need TLS to get cross-
party support, draft several different versions, and get MEPs to come together.
However, the resolution can end up not happening because the Parliament can only
issue three per plenary session. 
Parliamentary questions are less impact publicly, but more feasible. They require one
MEP to be convinced (more are of course better), and are also communicative in
nature. Parliamentary questions will have more impact towards the public if TLS
amplifies them. For example, TLS can organise a briefing, ask an MEP to issue a
parliamentary question related to it, and then put out a press release to amplify this.
Additionally, there are already mechanisms in place in the EU that simply need to be
followed up on (for example the implementation of the Parliamentary resolution
recommendations).

Parliamentary questions and urgency
resolutions
TLS can draft parliamentary questions for each priority area in advance, and add context to
them when there are high-profile developments. For instance,

TLS may want to prefer parliamentary
questions over urgency resolutions. Why? 



writing opinion pieces ahead of important events (meetings with diplomats, Human
Rights Dialogue, G20 meetings, etc.). TLS can ghost-write these opinion pieces.  

attending diaspora-led protests

intervening and speaking at events organised by TLS, or partners, as they can then
be quoted in press releases as well.

tweeting about recent incidents in India

bringing up human rights concerns in India with counterparts during private bilateral
meetings, for instance between MEPs and the Indian ambassador, at conferences, or
elsewhere in private conversation 

Non-parliamentary tools for public
engagement
TLS can advocate for MEPs to become vocal on India by…



Legislation, Directives and the Free Trade
Agreement
Every proposal has a Rapporteur and Shadow Rapporteurs. As the FTA with India enters
the trilogues for negotiation, it will be key to ensure the clauses are sound, and
adequately incorporate concerns about human rights, rule of law and democratic decline.
Additional legislation, like an upcoming directive on gender-based violence online, can
also receive such input. This website maintains a list of EU legislation in progress.

TLS will also support and participate in coalition efforts to incorporate concerns into
legislation, such as efforts by the People vs Big Tech network on hate speech, efforts by
labour rights groups on the FTA, etc. As TLS has a unique interdisciplinary and cross-topic
focus that brings together hate speech, Big Tech regulation, and India, TLS pledges to be
a helpful bridge builder and support in strategic communications.

Copyright: EDRi (2015)

https://epthinktank.eu/eu-legislation-in-progress/
https://edri.org/files/activist_guide_to_the_EU.pdf


What is TLS' role in coalitions working to
influence legislation?

TLS is part of loose coalitions and movements such as People vs Big Tech, the Global
Alliance against Digital Hate and Extremism, the Brussels-based NGOs working on India,
and open to more coalitions. 

Strategic communications is a skill coalitions can perfect. When people come together to
share stories of how broad harms affect individuals' lives, this can have a large impact on
legislators' willingness - and ability - to be ambitious. Given TLS' on-ground network, TLS
is uniquely able to share impactful stories with other coalition partners, which can be
strategically shared in media, events, and to legislators.

Through the Brussels effect, the EU means for its legislation to become a blueprint for
the world. Here, TLS helps set ambitious standards by explaining the complexity of
scenarios that EU legislation must therefore be able to adapt to. Additionally, TLS
highlights that legislation cannot be treated in silos - when the EU legislates on data
privacy, this must take into account emerging developments in India, with whom the EU is
increasingly engaging in digital partnerships. In short: If the EU wants to facilitate data
exchanges with India, it must put in place additional safeguards, and demand India do the
same.
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